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Abstract—We present a language independent approach for
conflation that does not depend on predefined rules or prior
knowledge of the target language. The proposed unsupervised
method is based on an enhancement of the pure n-gram model
that is used to group related words based on a revised string-
similarity measure. In order to detect and eliminate terms
that are created by this process, but that are most likely not
relevant for the query (”noisy terms”), an approach based on
mutual information scores computed based on web statistical co-
occurrences data is proposed. Furthermore, an evaluation of this
approach is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

A
RABIC is a Semitic language that is based on the Arabic

alphabet containing 28 letters. Its basic feature is that

most of its words are built up from, and can be analyzed down

to common roots. The exceptions to this rule are common

nouns and particles. Arabic is a highly inflectional language

with 85% of words derived from triliteral roots. Nouns and

verbs are derived from a closed set of around 10,000 roots

[1]. Arabic has three genders, feminine, masculine, and neuter;

and three numbers, singular, dual, and plural.
The specific characteristics of Arabic morphology make the

Arabic language particularly difficult for developing natural

language processing methods for Information Retrieval (IR).

Arabic is different from English and other Indo-European

languages with respect to a number of important aspects:

words are written from right to left; it is mainly a consonantal

language in its written forms, i.e., it excludes vowels; its

two main parts of speech are the verb and the noun in that

word order, and these consist, for the main part, of triliteral

roots (three consonants forming the basis of noun forms that

are derived from them); it is a morphologically complex

language, in that it provides flexibility in word formation: as

briefly mentioned above, complex rules govern the creation of

morphological variations, making it possible to form hundreds

of words from one root [2]. Furthermore, the letter shapes are

changeable in form, depending on the location of the letter at

the beginning, middle or at the end of the word.
One of the main problems we face when indexing and

retrieving unstructured text is the variations in word forms.

These variations result from the morphological variants, for

example in English, verb forms like walk, walked, walking.

In the Arabic language, the variations are even more abundant

and a word can sometimes be represented by more than 100

different forms. These variation in word forms results from

the fact that Arabic nouns and verbs are heavily prefixed. The

definite article È@āl “the” is always attached to nouns,

and many conjunctions and prepositions are also attached as

prefixes to nouns and verbs, hindering the retrieval of morpho-

logical variants of words. In Table I some word form variations

for the word ”student” is presented in order to clarify this

issue. The absence of these word form variations in the user

query causes a loss of vast amounts of retrieved information.

One way to tackle such problems are conflation methods.

Conflation is a general term for all processes of merging

together nonidentical words that refer to the same principal

concept, i.e., merging words that belong to the same meaning

class. The primary goal of conflation is to allow matching

of different variants of the same word. In natural language

processing, conflation is the process of merging or lumping

together nonidentical words that refer to the same principal

concept. In the context of information retrieval (IR), conflation

has a more restricted meaning and usually refers to the process

of grouping together morphological variants of the same or

related words [3]. Since the variants have similar semantics,

it is possible to consider them as equivalent for the purpose

of the retrieval tasks. Applying conflations approaches in

morphologically complex languages, such as Arabic, improves

the retrieval effectiveness and frees the users from taking into

account all variants of the same word. Therefore, conflation

approaches can be quite beneficial in many fields such as

information retrieval and word-processing systems. In order

to solve or at least alleviate some of the problems raised by a

high inflectional morphology, the stem of the word need to be

detected. There are two, widely used, stemming approaches:

First, approaches that are language dependent and designed to

handle morphological variants. In stemming, morphological

variants are reduced to common basic form called root, and

second, string-similarity approaches i.e (n-gram), which are

(usually) language independent and designed to handle all

types of word variants. In this paper, the proposed approach

is based on the enhancement of the n-gram pure approach

therefore we will focus in describing the n-gram approach in

more detail with respect to the Arabic language.
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TABLE I
WORD FORM VARIATIONS FOR I. ËA£t.ālb (STUDENT).

Feminine Masculine English
�éJ. Ë A£t.ālbh I. ËA£t.ālb student
�éJ. Ë A¢Ë@ālt.ālbh I. ËA¢Ë@ālt.ālb the student
	àA�JJ. Ë A£t.ālbtān

	àAJ. Ë A£t.ālbān (two) students(dual)
�éJ. Ë A¢�.bt.ālbh I. ËA¢�.bt.ālb by student
�éJ. Ë A¢ËAK.bālt.ālbh I. ËA¢ËAK.bālt.ālb by the student
�éJ. Ë A£ðwt.ālbh I. ËA£ðwt.ālb and student
�éJ. Ë A¢Ë@ðwālt.ālbh I. ËA¢Ë@ðwālt.ālb and the student
�éJ. Ë A¢Ëlt.ālbh I. ËA¢Ëlt.ālb to the, for a student

é�JJ. Ë A£t.ālbtha éJ. Ë A£t.ālbh his student

Aî �DJ. Ë A£t.ālbthā’ AîD.Ë A£t.ālbhā her student

é�KAJ. Ë A£t.ālbāth é�JJ. Ê£t.lbth his students

Aî�EAJ. Ë A£t.ālbāthā’ Aî �DJ. Ê£t.lbthā her students

II. CONFLATION TECHNIQUES

Conflation algorithms can be categorized into four main

classes: affix removal, table lookup, successor variety, and

n-gram [4]. Affix-removal algorithms reduce a word to its

morphological root or a stable stem by stripping off suffixes

and prefixes in order to determine the stem. They are the

most popular group of conflation algorithms, mainly due to

the work of [5] and [6]. In the table-lookup approach, all

desired stems for a particular surface-form word are stored in a

table. Therefore, this approach can be implemented in a com-

putationally efficient manner, since no word transformation is

needed. However, one of the main drawbacks is that due to its

manual creation usually not all words and word forms can be

covered and thus table-lookup approaches are in most cases

domain-dependent. The successor-variety approach was first

introduced by Hafer and Weiss (1974) [7]. In successor variety,

a lexical text is segmented into stems and affixes. The method

uses statistical properties-successor and predecessor variety

counts-of a corpus, in order to identify the root [8]. The idea

is to count the number of different letters encountered after (or

before, respectively), a part of a word and to compare it to the

counts before and after that position. Morpheme boundaries

are then likely to occur at sudden peaks or increases of that

value [9].

In the following, we describe two main approaches (Stem-

mer and n-gram) which are used to solve or at least alleviate

some of the problems raised by a high inflectional morphology.

A. Stemmer Approaches

In information retrieval systems stemming is used to reduce

variant word forms to common roots and thereby improve the

ability of the system to match query and document vocabulary

[10]. Although stemming has been studied mainly for English,

stemming approaches have also been developed for several

other languages .e.g., Latin [11], Indonesian [12], Swedish

[13], Dutch [14], German [15] and Arabic [16]. There are

three main types of approaches for stemming, dictionary-

based, rule-based, and statistical-based (mainly n-gram based)

approaches [17].

Dictionary-based approaches provide very good results at

the cost of high development efforts for the dictionary. The

dictionary contains all known words with their inflection

forms. The main weakness for this approach is the missing

words in the dictionary which would not be recognized by

the system for stemming. Another weakness is the inability

of this method to stem inert names and foreign words. Also

the need to process a large dictionary during runtime can

result in high requirements for storage space and processing

time. The closest Arabic equivalent for this kind of stemmer

is the root-based stemmer for Arabic [18] which is based

on extracting the root of a given Arabic surface word by

striping off all attached prefix and/or suffix then attempt to

extract the root of it. Several morphological analyzers were

developed based on this concept [19], [18]. The weaknesses

of this stemmer is that the construction of the corresponding

dictionaries or rules is a tedious and labor-intensive task due to

the result of the morphology complexity of Arabic language.

Another problem is that only some small linguistic resources

are available for Arabic language. The second type are the

rule-based approaches. They are based on set of predefined

conditions rules. The most well known stemmer of this type

is Porter stemmer [5]. The main weakness for this stemmer

is that building the rules for the arbitrary language is time

consuming. Furthermore, there is a need for experts with

linguistic knowledge in that particular language. The Arabic

equivalent for this is the Light stemmer [16]. Unlike English,

both prefixes and suffixes need to be removed for effective

stemming. it is based on striping off prefix and suffix from the

word, it uses predefined list of prefix and suffix, it is simply

striping off prefix and/or suffix without any further processing

in the rest of the stemmed word [20], [16]. The weakness of

this stemmer is that the striping off prefixes or suffix in Arabic

is a not an easy task. Removing them can lead to unexpected

results, as many words start with one letter or more which can

mistakenly assumed to be prefix or suffix.

III. n-GRAM

The main idea of n-gram-based approaches, which groups

together words that contain identical character substrings of

length n, called n-grams, is that the character structure of

the word can be used to find semantically similar words and

word variants. n-gram, as a conflation technique, differs from

stemmers in that they do not require language knowledge,

predefined rules, or a vocabulary database. Furthermore, n-

gram approaches take into account misspelled and translit-

erated words 1. For example, Table II shows 15 different

spellings for the name Condoleezza; four of them were found

in the same news web site ( ‘CNN-Arabic’) 2.

A. n-gram and Arabic Text

Over the last years, several studies, which explore the use

of n-grams for processing Arabic text, have been performed.

1Transliteration is the process of converting one orthography from one
language into another.

2http://arabic.cnn.com/ Retrieved on 01/10/2010, www.Google.com
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TABLE II
MULTIPLE SPELLINGS FOR THE NAME ”CONDOLEEZZA”.

S/N Transliteration Web Occ. Comments

1 @ 	Q�
Ë @Y
	Kñ»kwndālyzā 3.000.000 CNN

2 @ 	Q�
ËðY
	Kñ»kwndwlyzā 197.000 CNN

3 @ 	Q�
ËY
	Kñ»kwndlyzā 51.100 CNN

4 A��
Ë @Y
	Kñ»kwndālysā 26.300

5 A��
ËðY
	Kñ»kwndwlysā 26.200 CNN

6 @ 	Q�
ËðY
	KA¿kāndwlyzā 12.700

7 @ 	Q�
Ë @Y
	J»kndālyzā 2.310

8 @ 	Q�
Ë @Y
	KA¿kāndālyzā 1.530

9
�è 	Q�
Ë @Y

	Kñ»kwndālyzh 491

10 A��
ËY
	J»kndlysā 344

11 è 	Q�
Ë @Y
	Kñ»kwndālyzh 195

12 A��
Ë @Y
	J»kndālysā 144

13 A��
Ë @Y
	KA¿kāndālysā 9

14
�é��
Ë @Y

	Kñ»kwndālysh 9

15 ú


æ�J
ËY

	Kñ»kwndlysy 4

Mayfield et al. (2001) have found that n-grams work well

in many languages. Furthermore, they investigated the use

of character n-grams for Arabic retrieval in TREC-2001 and

found that n-grams of length 4 were most effective [21].

Darwish and Oard examined multiple tokenization strategies

for retrieval of scanned Arabic documents. They found that

n-grams of size n = 3 or n = 4 are well suited to Arabic

document retrieval [22]. Mustafa (2004) assessed the overall

performance of two n-gram techniques that he called con-

ventional and hybrid. In his results, Mustafa pointed out that

the hybrid approach outperforms the conventional approach

[23]. However, all of the previous studies rely on studying

the use of n-gram on the Arabic text based on the following

aspects: The effectiveness of n-gram size and assessing the

performance of existing n-gram approaches. None of the prior

studies attempt to modify the pure n-gram model, so that

it also considers language characteristics, while computing

the similarity score, in order to improve its performance.

Ghaoui et al. (2005) investigated a new morphological class

based language model. They used the Morphological rules

to derive the different words in a class from their stem.

Furthermore, a linear interpolation between the n-gram model

and the morphological model has been evaluated. In their

experiments they pointed out that morphological class-based

model yields poor performance compared to a classical trigram

[24]. The performance of the n-gram in Arabic text has been

studied by many researchers. For example, Abu-Salem (2004)

found that all of the proposed n-gram methods outperform

the Word, Stem, and Root index methods [25]. We would like

to emphasize again, that none of the prior studies attempted

to modify the pure n-gram model, such that it also considers

language characteristics while computing the similarity score,

in order to improve its performance. All of the previous studies

considered only to investigate the performance on Arabic text

based on the effectiveness of n-gram size using existing n-

gram approaches. Due to the mentioned insufficiencies of the

existing approaches, we propose a ”revised” n-gram algorithm

that makes it possible to handle one-character infixes, prefixes,

and suffixes, which are frequent in Arabic. The proposed

method obtained superior results on a large newspaper corpus.

B. Computing Similarity Scores Based on n-grams

The n-gram model can be used to compute the similarity

between two strings by counting the number of similar n-

grams they share. The more similar n-grams between two

strings exist, the more similar they are. Based on this idea the

similarity coefficient can be derived. The similarity coefficient

δ is defined by the following equation:

δ =
|α

⋂

β|

|α
⋃

β|
(1)

where α and β are the n-gram sets for two words a and b

to be compared. α
⋂

β denotes the number of similar n-grams

in α and β, and α
⋃

β denotes the number of unique n-grams

in the union of α and β.

IV. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

We successfully used our revised n-gram approach for the

conflation task in [26]. However, the revised n-gram approach

in some cases expanded the user query with terms not relevant

for the query (”noisy terms”). Here in this paper, we propose

an approach, based on computed mutual information scores,

based on web statistical co-occurrences data, in order to detect

and eliminate such noisy terms.

In the following, we describe first in Section IV-A our

algorithm based on the enhancement of the n-gram model,

in order to expand the user query with relevant terms; then

in Section IV-B, the approach to eliminate any potentially

generated noisy terms based on mutual information scores

computed on corpora or web based co-occurrence statistics

is presented. The n-gram based approach assumes two strings

are alike based only on a string similarity comparison: the

more n-grams existing between two strings, the more similar

they are. However, there are many words that are have a very

similar text pattern but a quite different meaning. Therefore,

we improved our n-gram approach by eliminating such noisy

terms that could have been generated. This is done by comput-

ing the cohesion score between all revised n-gram generated

expanded terms using the mutual information (MI) measure.

The term/terms that have a lower MI score than the MI

score mean for all expanded terms can be considered as noisy

term/terms and thus will be eliminated.

A. Revised n-gram Approach

Arabic nouns and verbs are heavily prefixed and suffixed

as described in the first section. As a result, it is possible to

have words with different lengths that share the same principal

concept. Furthermore, the pure n-gram based approach to

compute the similarity coefficient as described above (see

Eq. (1)) does not consider the order of the n-grams in the target

word [27]. This increases the probability that the matching
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score between two strings will be higher even though they

do not share the same concept. Therefore, we revised the

computation of the similarity between words to take these two

aspects into account. For simplicity, we describe our algorithm

for n = 2 (bigrams). However, the approach can be applied for

trigrams and n-grams with n > 3 as well. We define bigrams

of words by their respective position in the word wi,i+(n−1)

where i defines the position of the first letter and i+ (n− 1)
the position of the last letter of the considered n-gram. Thus,

the last possible position of an n-gram, in a word, is defined

by j = |w|−n+1 where |w| defines the length of the word. In

order to deal with the first and second aspect mentioned above,

we define a window of n-grams of the target candidate words

that should be compared, i.e., while in Eq. (1) all n-grams are

compared with each other, we only compare n-grams that are

in close proximity to the position of the n-gram in the word

to be compared when computing the similarity score.

Overall, the computation of the similarity score S for a

given n-gram size n and a given odd-numbered window size m

can be defined as follows. Assuming that u is the longer word

(if v is longer than u then u and v can be simply exchanged):

Sn,m(u, v) =

|u|−n+1∑

i=2

m−1

2∑

j=m−1

2

g(ui,i+(n−1), vi+j,i+j+(n−1))

N
(2)

where g(a, b) =

{

1 if a = b

0 otherwise.
and

ui,j =

{

substring(u, i, j) if i ≤ j

”” otherwise.

Here, u and v are the words to be compared, the nested sum

counts the number of n-grams in v that are similar to n-grams

in a window the size of m around the same position in word

v. N is computed similarly as in Eq. (1).

B. Mutual Information (MI)

Given a query, the set of possible expanded terms using

the revised n-gram will be generated; the coherence between

the expanded terms is computed based on mutual information

(MI). Giving a source of data, Mutual Information (MI) is a

measure to calculate the correlation between terms in specific

space (corpus or web). MI based approaches have been used

often in word sense disambiguation task e.g., [28], [29]. Here

in this paper mutual information approach is used to detect

the noise term/terms based on its correlation with other terms

in web.

Given a query term qi = {t1, t2, ..., tn} and a set

of its revised n-gram model generated expanded terms

{exti,1, exti,2, ..., exti,mi
}, where mi defines the number of

extended terms for ti and 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Given the set of
n(n−1)

S

combinations, where S is the size of each combinations set,

then the set of combinations between all expanded terms is

defined as Comi = {{exti,j , exti,k}|1 ≤ j < n, j < k ≤ n}.

The mutual information of each combination set can be

computed based on the following equation:

MI(qt1 , qt2) = log2
p(qti , qtj )

p(qti)p(qtj )
(3)

where p(qti , qtj ) being the joint probability of both expanded

terms in the combination sets to occur in web. The probability

is estimated by the relative frequency of the expanded terms

in a given corpus, here the web, i.e., it is estimated by how

many times qti , qtj occur together in a (web) document.

C. A Walk Through Example

To illustrate the improvement of the revised n-gram algo-

rithm using the statistical co-occurrences data obtained from

web, let us consider the following example.

The user submit the query
�é 	® J
 m��s. h. yfh (Newspaper),

the system using the revised n-gram model with similarity

threshold of 60% expanded the user query with the following

terms: (
�é 	®J
j��.bs. h. yfh ”by Newspaper”,

�é 	®J
m��ðws. h. yfh ”and

Newspaper” ,
�é 	®J
j�

�
Ëlls. h. yfh ”for the Newspaper” ,

�é 	®J
m�
	'nh. yfh

(”slim” Feminine) and
�é 	® J
 j� Ëls. h. yfh ”for a Newspa-

per”. The algorithm starts by generating all possible com-

binations between the expanded terms where Comi =
{{exti,j , exti,k}|1 ≤ j < 5, j < k ≤ 5}. After generating

all possible combinations between the expansion terms, the

mutual information score for each expansion term combination

will be calculated based on Eq. (3). Table III illustrates possi-

ble expanded term combinations and their mutual information

score. As shown in Table III, one of the expanded term

combinations included the expanded term
�é 	®J
m�

	'nh. yfh ”slim”.

It has the lowest mutual scores (23.793, 23.790,23,165 and

21.314).

As shown in Table IV, the same expanded term has the

lowest MI average score (23.015), which is below the MI

score mean (25.456), and thus will be classified by the

proposed approach as a noisy term and will be eliminated.

In contrast, all other expanded terms have an average mutual

score, which is above the MI score mean and thus should be

correct expanded terms for the user’s query.

V. EVALUATION

In our evaluation, we compared our Revised n-gram and

(revised n-gram + MI) approaches with the pure n-gram and

edit distance approaches. We used n = 2 (bigrams) to enable

retrieval of short words, as well as other word lengths. In

order, to gain a certain degree of accuracy, we obtained the
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TABLE III
EXPANDED TERM COMBINATIONS AND THEIR MI SCORES.

Expanded Terms Combinations MI Score

(
�é 	®J
m��ðws. h. yfh ,

�é 	®J
j�
�
Ëlls. h. yfh ) ”and Newspaper, for the Newspaper” 28.651

(
�é 	®J
j�

�
Ëlls. h. yfh ,

�é 	®J
j�Ëls. h. yfh ) ”for the Newspaper, for a Newspaper” 28.075

(
�é 	®J
j��.bs. h. yfh ,

�é 	®J
j�Ëls. h. yfh ) ”by Newspaper, for a Newspaper” 27.054

(
�é 	®J
m��ðws. h. yfh ,

�é 	®J
j�Ëls. h. yfh ) ”and Newspaper, for a Newspaper” 27.047

(
�é 	®J
j��.bs. h. yfh ,

�é 	®J
m��ðws. h. yfh ) ”by Newspaper,and Newspaper” 26.486

(
�é 	®J
j��.bs. h. yfh ,

�é 	®J
j�
�
Ëlls. h. yfh ) ”by Newspaper, for the Newspaper” 25.186

(
�é 	®J
j�

�
Ëlls. h. yfh ,

�é 	®J
m�
	'nh. yfh ) ”for the Newspaper, slim” 23.793

(
�é 	®J
j��.bs. h. yfh ,

�é 	®J
m�
	'nh. yfh ) ”by Newspaper, slim” 23.790

(
�é 	®J
m��ðws. h. yfh ,

�é 	®J
m�
	'nh. yfh ) ”and Newspaper, slim” 23.165

(
�é 	®J
m�

	'nh. yfh ,
�é 	®J
j�Ëls. h. yfh ) ”slim, for a Newspaper” 21.314

The MI score mean 25.456

TABLE IV
EXPANDED TERMS AND THEIR AVERAGE MI SCORES.

Expanded Terms MI average Score

(
�é 	®J
j�

�
Ëlls. h. yfh ) ”for the Newspaper” 26.421

(
�é 	®J
m��ðws. h. yfh ) ”and Newspaper” 26.337

(
�é 	®J
j�Ëls. h. yfh ) ”for a Newspaper” 25.872

(
�é 	®J
j��.bs. h. yfh ) ”by Newspaper” 25.629

(
�é 	®J
m�

	'nh. yfh ) ”slim” 23.015

statistical co-occurrence data needed for the MI algorithm,

from the web, using the yahoo search engine 3.

A. Data Selection

In order to create the lists of expanded terms for each

test query, we crawled the Web for articles published on

one popular Arabic news Web site (CNN-Arabic)4 in the

period from January 2002 to March 2007. We obtained 5,792

Arabic documents, all of which are abstracts of articles on

politics, sports, art, economy, and information science (size

60 MB). The approaches were evaluated against 500 queries

that were formulated randomly, ensuring that the length of

the query terms vary and short as well as long query terms

are included. In order to construct the random queries, the

algorithm requires the availability of a lexicon of terms that

were extracted from the test data.

B. Comparison of Conflation Approaches and Web Experiment

To evaluate the proposed approaches, we used Precision and

Recall. Precision and Recall are measures used to evaluate the

performance of information retrieval (IR) approaches. Preci-

sion is the number of relevant documents retrieved divided by

the total number of documents retrieved. Recall is the number

of relevant documents retrieved divided by the total number of

existing relevant documents in the data collection that should

have been retrieved.

As table VI shows, in the first experiment, we calculated

the average precision (based on the randomly selected 500

queries) for the pure trigram, edit distance, revised bigram and

3yahoo.com, search performed on 19/02/2011
4http://arabic.cnn.com/

(revised bigram + MI) for the similarity thresholds of 60, 65,

70, 75, 80, 85, 90, and 95% (Table VI shows the precision

average). The trigram approaches (pure and revised) achieved

higher precision than the revised bigram approach but in the

same time it achieved lower recall than the revised bigram

as it will be shown next in this section. The revised bigram

precision was improved by 3.3% using mutual information

approach based on statistical data obtained from web.

For the second experiment, we estimated the average recall

and F-measure for a sample of 30 queries out of 500. The

query terms were selected in the same way as described

in Section V-A. For all queries, the number of relevant

documents were obtained manually, by selecting all possible

word variations (due to this huge manually work we could

only provide this data for 30 queries). We obtianed the preci-

sion, recall and F-Measure using five conflations approaches

pure-trigram, pure-bigram, edit distance, revised-bigram and

(revised-bigram + MI). As shown in Table V the revised

bigram approach gained a higher F-measure of up to 84%

compared to the pure trigram, pure bigram, and edit-distance

approaches. These results showthat the revised n-gram has

gained an overall higher degree of retrieval performance than

the pure n-gram and edit-distance approaches. As Table V

shows, the revised bigram and pure trigram approaches have

very similar precision, but the pure trigram approach missed

many relevant documents and therefore has a lower average

recall than the revised bigram approach.

The pure bigram approach has similar recall compared to

the revised bigram approach. The pure bigram approach has

lower precision since it does not take into account the order of

the n-grams and therefore it is possible that many irrelevant
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Fig. 1. Average recall for pure trigram, edit distance, pure bigram, revised bigram and (revised bigram +MI) approaches (sorted by recall value).

documents will be retrieved. The approach using edit distance

has lower precision. This is due to the fact that this method

does not take into account the relationship between characters

in the compared words as the n-gram approaches do. Figure

1 illustrates that the revised bigram approach gained a higher

average recall than the pure trigram, edit distance and pure

bigram approaches, since it took into account different word

lengths and similarity enhancement.

For the third experiment, we performed the web exper-

iments using the mutual information approach to improve

the precision of revised bigram approach. This was done by

eliminating the bigram generated noisy expanded terms as

discussed in Section IV-B, Table V and Figure 1 shows that the

mutual information approach using statistical co-occurrence

data obtained from the web succeeded in eliminating 25

irrelevant expanded terms generated by the revised bigram

approach. The failed cases were counted when the algorithm

failed to eliminate the noisy terms or when the algorithm

eliminate a corrected expanded term/terms along with the

noisy one.

For example, we consider the query AJ

�®K
Q

	̄ @āfryqyā ”Africa”,

the algorithm succeeded in eliminating the noisy term

ù


�®K
Q

	̄
fryqy ”my team” or ”two teams” but at the same time,

it eliminated a relevant term A J

�® K
Q

	̄ A K.bāfryqyā ”by Africa”.

One interpretation for this lack, is that the word ù


�®K
Q

	̄
fryqy

”my team” or ”two teams” with average MI scores (27.999)

frequently appeared in the context of African sport and thus

it increases the MI score mean (28.437) in that the average

MI scores for the relevant word AJ

�®K
Q

	̄ AK.bāfryqyā ”by Africa”

(27.708) is below the MI score mean.

TABLE VI
AVERAGE PRECISION FOR ALL APPROACHES.

Techniques Precision %

Revised bigram 91.3
Revised-bigram + MI 94.6
Pure bigram 79.4
Revised trigram 98.7
Pure trigram 95.7
Edit distance 87.3

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented a language-independent conflation approach,

i.e., an approach that does not depend on any predefined

rules or previous knowledge of linguistic information about

the target language. Furthermore, we evaluated our approach

succesfully on the Arabic language, which is one of most

inflected languages in the world. In order to deal with n-

gram nosiy expanded terms, a mutual information appraoch

applied to statistical co-occurrences data obtained from web

was developed, in that the terms that have less cohesion score

with other will be assumed as noisy terms and thus will be

eliminated. The eliminations of the n-gram noisy generated

terms improved the precision of the revised n-gram with 4%.

The failed cases by the algorithm can be interrelated by the

lack of the training data or by the very generic term usage

where terms can appear in different contexts.
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TABLE V
AVERAGE RECALL, PRECISION, AND F-MEASURE FOR THE FIVE APPROACHES FOR A SAMPLE OF 30 QUERIES OUT OF 500.

Pure-trigram Pure-bigram Edit distance Revised-bigram Revised-bigram + MI

Retrieved 366 629 400 596 571
Relevant 360 539 358 554 554
Irrelevant 6 90 42 42 17

Miss Relevant 6 195 376 180 180
Precision 0.98 0.86 0.89 0.93 0.97

Recall 0.49 0.73 0.49 0.76 0.76
F-Measure 0.65 0.80 0.64 0.84 0.86
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